
                                     Context Clue Game (Intermediate)

Directions: Cut apart the following clue cards by cutting adjacent 
horizontal rectangles together and folding over the middle line to make 
game cards with self checking answers on the back.  Use the cards within a 
cooperative learning structure, at a literacy center, or with a game board 
for a more hands-on method of practice.

My mom put green okra on my plate.  
She said it was healthy to eat.

Okra means:
A- a type of vegetable
B- a type of dessert
C- a type of candy

               Answer:  A

Sandra was delighted when Robert 
brought her flowers.

Delighted means:
A- upset
B- happy
C- on fire

                 Answer:  B

I was nervous when the doctor said I
would need to get a shot.

Nervous means:
A – happy
B – sad
C – afraid

                 Answer:  C
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The scrawny kitten only weighed one 
pound.

Scrawny means:
A- fat
B- skinny
C- old

                  Answer:  B

The mangy dog really needed a bath.

Mangy means:
A- dirty
B- clean
C- homeless

                    Answer:  A

When I saw the bad grade on my 
report card, I was depressed.

Depressed means:
A- mad
B- happy
C- sad

                      Answer:  C

Building model planes is my favorite 
hobby after school.

Hobby means:
A- homework
B- activity
C- friend

                     Answer:  B
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My teacher read a novel aloud in 
class.

Novel means:
A- a book
B- a song
C- a rule

                Answer:  A

Spiderman had to scale the wall to 
catch the bad guy.

Scale means:
A- weigh
B- skin
C- climb

                  Answer:  C

The two boys had hostile attitudes 
before they began to fight.

Hostile means:
A- kind
B- angry
C- silly

                  Answer:  B

Even if you lose the game, you should
try to have a positive attitude.

Positive means:
A- grumpy
B- angry
C- good

                  Answer:  C
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My dad always watches TV in his 
recliner.

Recliner means:
A- underwear
B- chair
C- bedroom

              Answer:  B

My mom knitted my aunt a sweater 
for her birthday.

Knitted means:
A- bought
B- gave
C- sewed 

                Answer:  C

The muscular guy lifted the table 
with one arm.

Muscular means:
A- tiny
B- strong
C- weird

                 Answer:  B

The yellow daffodil looked pretty in 
the vase.

Daffodil means:
A- a type of candy
B- a type of kitten
C- a type of flower

                  Answer:  C
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When the elastic in my pants broke, 
they wouldn't stay up!

Elastic means:
A- glue
B- pocket
C- stretchy material

                  Answer:  C

After the sun went down, the 
mosquitoes were biting us.

Mosquitoes are:
A- dogs
B-  bugs
C- plants

                   Answer:  B

My brother, Donnie, took the 
cushions off the couch.

Cushions are:
A- pillows
B- people
C- animals

                Answer:  A

I was ecstatic when my teacher said,
“No homework today!”

Ecstatic means:
A-  very sad
B-  very happy
C-  worried

               Answer:  B
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When I fell on the cement sidewalk, 
I skinned my knee.

Cement means:
A-  soft material
B-  grassy lawn
C-  hard, rocky

              Answer:  C

The winner of the race smiled as the
man handed him a trophy.

Trophy means:
A-  a type of money
B-  a type of prize
C-  a type of food

                 Answer:  B

Lenny couldn't comprehend what the
teacher was telling him.

Comprehend means:
A-  understand
B-  hear
C-  find

                  Answer:  A

As I lost my balance, I began to 
stumble.

Stumble means:
A-  yell
B-  cry
C-  fall

                   Answer:  C


